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Chapter 5

Control Component
5.1

Introduction

In the previous two chapters we introduced a belief component and accompanying memory component that support the modeling of rational and biased behavior in military
situational assessments tasks. Whether the agent would show rational or biased behavior
was left unspecified. In this chapter we investigate how the control of an agent’s reasoning process can be modeled in such a way that it dynamically determines, depending on
the circumstances, whether the agent behaves rational or biased. In addition, we investigate information acquisition mechanisms that control whether the agent will attempt to
retrieve required information from memory, or sense it in the world.
In Section 2.2.2 we made a distinction between 1) biases that operate within a process and influence how it executes, e.g., how in belief formation the trust in a source
influences the believability of its information, and 2) biases that operate between processes and influence which executes, e.g., which source is checked. So far we modeled
biases that take place within specific cognitive processes. In this chapter we model the
reasoning control and information acquisition control of an agent in such a way that they
determine which process executes. The control models thus operate between processes
and can bias behavior by selecting a non-optimal process.
We start this section with discussing various aspects of control methods. Next, we
present a quick overview of existing control methods, followed by an account of the
approaches we selected for our studies.
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5.1.1

Control Component

Aspects of Control

A large variety of agent control methods have been proposed in the literature. In table 5.1
we specify four dimensions on which control methods can be classified. The dimensions
denote properties at different levels, which means that their combination defines a specific method, and that all combinations can be found.
Centralized vs. Decentralized
Centralized agent control embeds one central information processing system in an agent. This
information processor operates on the information from the agent’s perceptual modules and
generates outputs for its action modules through the fixed activation of various modules.
Decentralized agent control does not equip the agent with one central information processor.
Instead, the agent embeds multiple information processors, each of them capable of operating
on (as subset of) the information received from the agent’s perceptual modules, and of generating outputs for (as subset of) its action modules.
Reactive vs. Deliberative
Reactive agent control denotes that the behavior of the agent is steered by the input that its
information processor(s) receives. A method that implements such behavior is called datadriven reasoning.
Deliberative agent control denotes that the behavior of the agent is steered by certain desires or
goals an agent has. A method that implements such behavior is called goal-directed reasoning,
or means-end analysis.
Declarative vs. Procedural
Declarative agent control denotes that the agent can explicitly reason about which behavior it
will display. For this it is required that the actions it can execute are declaratively specified.
Procedural agent control denotes that the agent does not explicitly reason about which behavior
it will display, but that this is predetermined by the agent modeler, or learned implicitly.
Type 1 vs. Type 2 vs. Type 3
These three types of control were recently distinguished by Gray (2007a).
Type 1 control denotes the execution loop of an agent: it specifies which output of one functional module is provided as input to another, which is usually fixed within an agent.
Type 2 control denotes the execution loop within a functional module. Gray (2007a) distinguishes three subtypes. First, there exist non-cognitive modules. The internal control of these
modules that transforms the module’s input to its output is not based on a cognitive theory,
but is formed by, e.g., a mathematical formula or machine learning algorithm. Such a control
predicts, but does not explain human behavior. Second and third there exist two types of cognitive modules which do embed a theory of internal control based on cognitive science. These
two types differ in how they form their output: the internal control of the first type can determine on-line which output is appropriate given the module’s input; for the second type this is
predetermined off-line.
Type 3 control denotes the execution loop to perform a specific task. It embeds task-specific
knowledge about which strategy or method to apply to accomplish a given task in a given
task environment. This execution loop is not independent of the Type 1 and Type 2 controls
embedded in the agent: the Type 3 control should fit within the constraints delivered by them.
Table 5.1: Aspects of Control Methods
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Existing Methods for Modeling Control

We start this section with control methods developed by Artificial Intelligence. Next, we
shortly describe some human control characteristics, and introduce various control methods from Cognitive Science. Last, we discuss control within integrated architectures.
Existing Methods for Modeling Control within AI
In traditional AI systems, e.g., the General Problem Solver (GPS) (Newell and Simon,
1963; Ernst and Newell, 1969), control is in general centralized and implementing a
deliberative, Type 2 reasoning method. In GPS this reasoning method was procedural ;
the means-end analysis that it implemented for finding operations that could be done
on objects to bring the current state closer to the goal state, received a priori knowledge
about which operations would aid for certain specific differences between the current and
the goal state. As such this module is, according to Gray (2007a), a cognitive module for
which it is determined off-line what the appropriate output is given the input.
The early AI system MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976) also utilized centralized control implementing deliberative, procedural, Type 2 reasoning. MYCIN was developed as expert
system to support physicians in identifying bacteria’s causing infections and by suggesting treatments. It did this by asking questions about the situation. Later on, NEOMYCIN
was developed incorporating a declarative reasoning method, enabling the reasoning over
which questions to ask to the physician to diagnose the bacteria. By implementing this
declarative reasoning method, the inability to reason explicitly over the possible actions
(questions to ask) as found in procedural control systems was overcome.
STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson, 1971), developed for automated planning, is another
classical AI system implementing centralized control, utilizing a deliberative (meansend analysis), Type 2 reasoning method, but in a declarative way. This entails that it is
declaratively specified which effects the performance of an action, implemented as an
application of an operator, in a certain state has. This enables the explicit reasoning over
which operator to select to decrease the gap between the current and goal state.
In reaction to this centralized, deliberative view of control Brooks (1986, 1991) introduced his subsumption architecture. Instead of one central processor that operates on
input from an agent’s sensors to generate output for its actuators, Brooks assumes multiple modules. Each module forms a behavior-producing system, and directly connects
perception to action. So, Brook’s subsumption architecture composes intelligent behavior into many ‘simple’ behavior modules, and incorporates decentralized control. In
addition, it implements reactive, procedural, Type 2 reasoning methods: the behavior
modules connect limited, task-specific perception directly to the actions that require it.
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Around the same time of Brooks’s subsumption architecture blackboard systems
emerged (see, e.g. Hayes-Roth, 1985; Engelmore and Morgan, 1988). Blackboard systems embed a central (passive) unit, the blackboard, whose content can be inspected
and updated by the modules of the system. The blackboard serves as a common knowledge base through which the various modules can communicate. The control in blackboard systems is decentralized as the system embeds multiple information processors
that usually implement a reactive (to the content of the blackboard), procedural, Type 2
reasoning method. Because all these components react independently to the content of
the blackboard, some form of global control is required that determines which module
may interact with the blackboard. Therefore, each blackboard system also incorporates
a module that embeds a declarative, Type 3 reasoning method that keeps the behavior on
track of the task.
Systems that combine deliberative and reactive control are generally referred to as
hybrid control systems. The main idea behind hybrid control architectures is that the
reactive part of the agent, which takes precedence over the deliberative one, ensures robustness, fast response times, and adaptability. The deliberative part of the agent ensures
that longer term goal-oriented issues can be handled (Nwana, 1996).
Maes (1991) was among the first to bring some of the strengths of the deliberative
and the reactive control paradigms together. She implemented an agent as a set of competence modules, each with STRIPS-like pre- and post-conditions, that are linked in a
network. An example of a link between two modules is the successor-link, i.e., the postcondition of one is the pre-condition of the other. Modules receive an activation level
that represents the relevance of the module in the current situation, which is determined
by a spreading activation process operating on the network. The higher the activation
level of a module, the more likely it is that this module determines what the agent will
do. Based on experience, the competence module network is developed and changed,
e.g., by adding or deleting links.
In the last two decades many agent designers have embraced the Beliefs, Desires, and
Intentions (BDI) framework for modeling human behavior (see Section 2.3.1). Agents
based on the BDI framework embed a centralized, deliberative control, supported by the
desires and intentions. Whether the type 2 reasoning method it embeds is declarative
or procedural differs on whether the intentions (plans) are dynamically formed, or are
pre-established: most BDI agents embed a database of prefixed plans, and thus embed
procedural control.
Another recent development in agent control methods is the development of coordination languages. The origin of coordination languages lies in theoretical informatics
that is concerned with verification of agent behavior and evaluation of agent performance.
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Coordination languages explicitly distinguish coordination from computation, i.e., they
separate the control of the modules of a system from their internal functioning. This
separation facilitates the replacement of modules, and enables the executing of modules
whose internal functioning is unknown. Coordination languages have been developed
that allow for the specification of centralized control (Bonsangue et al., 2000; Ciancarini, 1996) as well as decentralized control (Barbuceanu and Fox, 1996), referred to as
control-driven and data-driven coordination languages respectively. Bosse et al. (2007)
developed a coordination language that can be used to specify both types of control approaches. Coordination languages usually specify Type 1 control.
View on Control from Cognitive Science
Humans seem to possess central control (consciousness) but also decentralized control,
e.g., when touching a hot stove the hand is retracted before the mind becomes conscious
of the heat. In addition, humans display a combination of deliberative and reactive control. On the one hand humans are capable to guide their attention, e.g., they can decide
where to look at. On the other hand, this deliberative control is limited in the sense that
there exist so-called ‘enduring dispositions’ which humans automatically attend to (reactive), e.g., flashing lights (Kahnemann, 1973). Moreover, humans seem to be able to
declaratively decide where to look at, e.g., when trying to find differences between two
pictures, or more procedural, e.g., while scanning a new person. Last, it is self-evident
that humans possess Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 controls.
Davis (2004) investigated differences in the nature and requirements of biological
and synthetic minds in terms of control: control over what is sensed; control over how
that is perceived; control over how those perceptions are processed; and control over how
this epistemic flow leads to control over actions. Davis does not provide answers how
these various control mechanisms should be modeled, but put forward the thesis that they
can be modeled using a systematic control language based on affects and affordances.
‘Affect’ is a more general concept than emotion since it covers other things besides emotions, including moods, attitudes, desires, preferences, intentions, dislikes, etc. (Sloman
et al., 2005). Previously we mentioned that many agents are nowadays based on the
BDI framework and as such embed a control method based on desires (goals). Also we
followed this approach when modeling the agents introduced in the previous chapters.
Castelfranchi and Paglieri (2007) explore the structural interdependency of beliefs
and goals in cognitive agents, and provide a model of the interplay of beliefs and goals in
deliberation, planning and action. They define goal processing as ‘the cognitive transition
that leads from a mere desire to a proper intention’. They consider a goal as transferring
through several states, see Table 5.2: from active goal (after its generation caused by a
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Goal Type

Process Stage

Supporting Beliefs

Beliefs sub-classes

+/-

ACTIVATION

Motivating beliefs

Triggering beliefs
Conditional beliefs

+
+

Self-realization beliefs
Satisfaction beliefs
Impossibility beliefs

-

Value beliefs
Urgency beliefs

+
+

Active Goals ( = desires)
EVALUATION

Assessment beliefs

Pursuable Goals
DELIBERATION

Cost beliefs
Incompatability beliefs
Preference Beliefs

Chosen Goals ( necessary for future-directed intentions)
Precondition beliefs
Incompetence beliefs
CHECKING
Lack of conditions beliefs
Means-end beliefs
Executive Goals ( necessary for present-directed intentions)
ACTION → Feedback and subsequent
(1) belief revision and (2) plan diagnosis

+

Table 5.2: Model of belief-based goal processing from Castelfranchi and Paglieri (2007)

motivating belief) through a goal that the agent judges pursuable (through assessment
beliefs about that the goal does not yet exist, or is self-fulfilling or impossible) to a goal
that the agent actually chooses (with the help of preference beliefs that might use costs
and incompatibility beliefs) and might execute (given that there is no belief about the
incompetence of the agent or lacking preconditions).
Castelfranchi and Paglieri (2007) also introduce a constructive theory of intentions.
In their view a goal becomes an intention only after passing the above mentioned series
of screening tests, in which specific beliefs act as filters. Moreover, an intention can be
future-directed or present-directed. An intention is future-directed when it is a chosen
goal but not yet realizable, i.e., because preconditions miss. It is present-directed when
it stems from an executive goal, i.e., a chosen goal that is immediately realizable.
Although an intention requires a goal at a specific stage of processing, Castelfranchi
and Paglieri do not say that such a goal is the corresponding intention. Instead, they
state that when a chosen goal becomes an intention a crucial transformation occurs and
it immediately becomes in effect of that choice a double-faced entity. This entity includes both a target (what the agent wanted to achieve in the first place) and a vehicle
(the action or plan that will achieve it). They refer to the closely related distinction between intention-that and intention-to but do not consider them as two different types of
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intentions (as is customary), but as the two necessary elements of any intention.
They spell it out as follows: whenever an agent has the intention of doing something
intentionally, this requires both the intention-to perform that action (Int-Act) and the
intention-that one of the expected results of the action will hold after execution (IntEnd). Each of these ‘intentions’ can be analyzed in terms of goals at a given stage of
processing, but it is only the combination of the two of them that captures the exact
meaning of intending. Moreover, the agent must be aware of the means-end relationship
between doing A and achieving p, i.e., he must have the belief that doing A is a means to
bring it about that p. They state that these three conditions, i.e. Int-Act, Int-End, plus the
belief on Int-Act being a means for Int-End, are not only necessary for intentional action,
but also jointly sufficient. In the next section we will elaborate on how these ideas relate
to the work presented in this chapter.
Existing Methods for Modeling Control within Integrated Architectures
The Type 1 control that integrated architectures incorporate is procedural of nature. We
are not familiar with any architecture whose general execution cycle is specified declaratively so it can be varied. Also many of the Type 2 reasoning controls embedded in current integrated architectures are procedural. This is the case for Soar, which evolved from
the GPS paradigm and embeds prefixed preferences for operators, but also for ACT-R,
which embeds prefixed, or implicitly learned utility values of productions. An exception is CLARION, which supports declarative reasoning about what to do through its
meta-cognitive subsystem.
A consequence of the procedural, so fixed control structures embedded in cognitive
architectures is that the behavior of the agent cannot be varied on-line: it behaves, given
a certain input, in a fixed way. This became a problem for the developers of ACT-R when
they wanted to use it to model task learning behavior. For task learning it is required
to model explorative behavior, but modeling explorative behavior is incompatible with
embedding a fixed way to select actions based on the utility values of productions. They
circumvented this problem by attaching a random noise-value to the utility of productions.
Another consequence of procedural control structures is that it is important for a
modeler to select the ‘right’ architecture whose Type 1 and Type 2 control matches with
the Type 3 control required for the task he or she wants to model. This is important
because the Type 3 control should fit within the constraints delivered by these procedural,
thus fixed controls. For example, because the Type 1 and Type 2 controls embedded in
the ACT-R theory determine that a maximum of one production rule can fire at a time,
this also holds for every Type 3 control model implemented in ACT-R.
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Selecting an Approach

In this chapter we develop two control methods for cognitive agents, one Type 2 control
for reasoning and one Type 3 control for information acquisition. These two methods allow for the modeling of more human-like behavior because they incorporate the finding
that human behavior varies, not only based on external task aspects, but also on internal cognitive aspects such as personality, stress, and exhaustion. Such internal aspects
are often not supported by integrated architectures, and caused us to develop these two
control methods that enable cognitive agents to (dynamically) display varied behavior.
The control methods we develop are centralized : all the information is processed
centrally after which a choice is made. We made this choice because it facilitates the supervision of which behavior will be displayed, which is required for training simulations.
In addition, the control methods both incorporate a deliberative reasoning method. With
this choice we subscribe to our previous choice to model agent behavior using mentalistic
notions as beliefs and goals, which was applied in the agents developed in the previous
chapter. The incorporation of goals enables the explicit reasoning over which actions
to execute to reach that goal. In order to do this the controls incorporate a declarative
reasoning method, providing the means to reason about the processes.
In the first paper of this chapter we model the control of an agent’s reasoning process.
In order to determine on-line which cognitive processing component should be executed,
it is important to denote declaratively which components are possible. In addition, for
modeling deliberative control, it is required to denote the types of beliefs a component
has as output, as well as the belief types it requires as input, which is done using STRIPSlike pre- and post-conditions. For modeling varied behavior it is in addition required to
attach a value to a component that denotes how desired it is that it executes. This value is
not prefixed based on the current goal (as the preference labels of Soar, or utility values
of ACT-R), but is determined on-line based on the internal state. For the specific details
concerning this process, see Section 5.2.
Various aspects of this reasoning control model are compatible with the ideas of
Castelfranchi and Paglieri (2007), whose model of goal processing based on a frame of
supporting beliefs was introduced above, but not yet known to us when we started to
work on the research presented in Section 5.2. Here we shortly discuss how the work of
Castelfranchi and Paglieri relates to this work.
First, Castelfranchi and Paglieri (2007) make a distinction between an intention’s target (Int-End) and vehicle (Int-Act). A similar distinction is made in the papers presented
in this chapter: an agent’s goal (in the form of a belief) can be considered an Int-End, because a goal represents the status of the world that is desired by the agent (a belief about
specific information). The Int-Act can be considered, in the case of the reasoning control,
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as the cognitive processing component that the agent desires to execute because of the
chance that it brings the desired world status about. The belief that a certain component
c can bring about the goal g is formed by a belief that component has output(c, g),
which is equal to the means-end beliefs of Table 5.2.
Second, the reasoning control framework embeds constructs that could be considered
equivalents of the assessment beliefs of Table 5.2. In specific: the reasoning control only
gives priority to components (Int-Act) if their attached goal (Int-End) is not believed to
be already the case, to be impossible, or to become true without interference.
Third, in order to start planning for a specific goal (when the selected component is
not executable so the goal is future-directed) it is determined that it should not be the case
that a plan for that goal already exists (in which case component f or goal(c, g) exists).
Fourth, when cognitive processing components are selected to become active, it is
a condition that an active component’s outcome cannot be something whose opposite is
currently desired to be reached by another active component with a higher priority. This
is an implementation of the incompatibility beliefs of Table 5.2.
We appreciate the work of Castelfranchi and Paglieri, because they explicate the
states a goal transfers through. All these steps are required for every goal-directed agent,
but are often modeled implicitly. Castelfranchi and Paglieri make these steps explicit, by
specifying the supporting roles of beliefs in the phases of a goal. This has several benefits: first, it can guide the designer of a goal-directed agent in which aspects (supporting
beliefs) need to be specified. Second, these supporting beliefs can be used to explain why
an agent does, or does not have a goal in a specific state. For example, for explaining
why an agent does not adopt a desire as a pursuable goal, it is possible to refer to the
existence of a ‘self-realization’ belief about it.
In the second paper of this chapter we model the control of information acquisition
for a specific task. This control determines, in terms of Castelfranchi and Paglieri, which
Int-Act, i.e., a memory retrieval or sense action, to couple to a chosen Int-End because of
the chance that it results in a belief about the desired information. When we started this
research we aimed at developing a generic, type 2 information acquisition component
that could determine the best way to acquire required information; either by retrieving it
from memory of from sensing it in the world. The idea was that this component would
deliberate on the possible actions to acquire the required information and on their respective costs and benefits, and then make a (possibly biased) choice. Although we did
develop this component, referred to as ‘rational’ strategy in Section 5.3, we discovered
that it was unable to represent the observed behavior of people executing a simple task.
Instead, we hypothesize that the participants followed a strategy that did take some of
the task circumstances into account, but for a large part pre-determined their behavior.
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Therefore, we also developed several task-specific (type 3) control strategies that on average better captured the behavior of humans, see Section 5.3.

5.1.4

Chapter Overview

This chapter embeds two papers. The first paper (Section 5.2) focuses on the development of a generic approach to control the emergence of decision-making biases based on
external and internal factors. For this we implement 1) a centralized, deliberative, declarative, type 2 control for the agent’s reasoning process, and 2) a method that dynamically
determines the agent’s cognitive exhaustion level. The reasoning control selects which
cognitive processing components execute, and can control the emergence of biases by
applying heuristics while performing the task. For determining whether to apply rational
or biased components, the reasoning control takes into account the agent’s current, dynamic cognitive exhaustion level, as well as the cognitive costs of the (possibly biased)
cognitive processing components.
The second paper in this chapter (Section 5.3) focuses on the development of taskspecific approaches to control the way in which required information is acquired. For
this we implement centralized, deliberative, declarative, type 3 controls for information
acquisition that determine whether required information is best gathered 1) externally
by sensing, or 2) internally by retrieving it from memory. First, we develop a rational
control strategy that weights the pros and cons of these two types of actions by taking
into account aspects as the chance of success and costs of failure. In addition, we develop
more fixed ‘heuristic’ control strategies. The task model in which these control strategies
are embedded is based on the memory model developed in Section 4.3.
In this paper we do not only develop models of human behavior, but also investigate
human behavior in a simple task. This experimental data serves as inspiration for the
development of the ‘heuristic’ control strategies. Moreover, we use the experimental
data to determine for each person the best fitting parameters of the task model, among
others the followed control strategy. When the developed task model is able to mimic
human behavior, we are a step closer to the modeling of cognitive agents that can display
human-like behavior.

5.2. Controlling Biases in Demanding Tasks
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Research Paper
5.2

Controlling Biases in Demanding Tasks

Abstract
Many aspects affect the way humans perform tasks, among others somebody’s personality and current exhaustion level. Under varying conditions the quality of the performance
is known to vary as well, for example, due to biases that occur. This paper introduces a
cognitive control model addressing these aspects. It has been formally specified, tested
in simulations for various scenarios, and formally analyzed.

This section is published as:
Heuvelink, A., and Treur, J.* Controlling Biases in Demanding Tasks. In B. C. Love, K. McRae, and V. M.
Sloutsky (Eds.), Proceedings of the 30th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (CogSci 2008),
Cognitive Science Society, p. 1392-1397. July 23-26 2008, Washington, District of Colombia.
* Authors are listed in alphabetic order and can be regarded as having made a comparable contribution.
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Introduction

Humans show a great variety in how they perform tasks. This variability in task performance may affect the quality of the performance. It is well-known that stress, fatigue,
or high task demands can deteriorate task performance (Sanders, 1983). At the basis of
these findings lies the fact that humans have a limited amount of cognitive resources.
When a task becomes more demanding, these resources might become insufficient. To
deal with this, humans tend to perform a task by applying cheaper cognitive reasoning
steps, such as heuristics. These shortcuts often work well and might even be regarded
as adaptive given their ecological validity (Gigerenzer et al., 1999). However, when the
outcome of such a reasoning step deviates in a structural way from the rational outcome,
it is called a bias.
The challenge addressed in this paper is to design a computational model for task
performance that controls the occurrence of biases based on internal and external factors
as mentioned. Various applications may benefit from such a model of human-like task
performance. For example, it can be used to design virtual characters that play a role in
simulations in which human aspects are important, like in realistic training environments
and social games. Furthermore, such a model may help a software agent to better understand human behavior in cooperative task performance, and thus aid decision support.
In the next section various findings on human task performance are described in more
detail. After this, a control approach is introduced that can generate variable task behavior. Next, this approach to control is applied to the control of biases in task execution,
which results in a formally specified cognitive agent model. This model is tested in a
case study, in which the agent operates in several scenarios under a variety of internal
and external aspects. Finally, the model is evaluated and the research discussed.

5.2.2

Human Task Performance

Individual differences in cognitive characteristics entail variety in human task performance. In general some humans are more gregarious, impulsive, distractable, and less
patient than others (Shields, 1983). At the same time humans manage the limited resources they have in certain ways, see e.g., (Johnston and Heinz, 1978). The allocation
of cognitive resources is claimed to be flexible and under own control
Kahnemann (1973) stresses the idea that humans have a limited amount of cognitive
resources. He states that there is no exact fixed amount, but that it is influenced by the
arousal level of a person: the higher the arousal level, the more resources can be made
available, up to a certain point. From that point on an increase in arousal may not result in
an increase of available resources. McBride et al. (2007) reaffirm this and point out that
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humans are able to perform multiple tasks at once, as long as the total sum of processing
demands does not exceed the available resources. When the total sum does exceed this
level of available resources, task performance will decline (Posner and Boies, 1971).
A method humans apply to bring down the cognitive demands of a task is the use of
heuristics. These rules of thumb often work well in certain types of situations. Characteristics of heuristics are, besides context dependency, their simplicity and speed. However,
when they deliver incorrect or inaccurate results they are also referred to as biases, for an
overview see (Wickens and Flach, 1988). Cognitive biases are known to arise especially
under stress of overload conditions (Baron, 2000) and have an immediate impact on the
quality of task performance.
Hancock and Warm (1989) acknowledge that demanding tasks over time do, through
some kind of physiologically mediator, influence cognition. They forward the thesis that
tasks themselves are the major sources of cognitive stress, which others support (e.g.,
Matthews and Desmond, 2002).

5.2.3

Model Setup and Control Approach

Our research focuses on designing a cognitive agent model that can mimic the variability
in human task performance. Therefore, it possesses multiple cognitive processing components that can perform the same task. Moreover, these components vary in content, so
the model can also mimic the variability in the quality of the task performance. Some
components are rational and generate the output in a correct way, others represent typical
biases and ‘forget’ to take certain factors into account. Components that perform biased
processing require less processing resources than rational ones, but they may generate
incorrect outputs.
Furthermore, the model possesses a control method to determine which of the cognitive processing components may become active to generate a required output, see Figure 5.1. On the top level, above the dashed line, the control processes are shown, distinguished from the component processing. Input for this control process is coordination
information about the various components and their input-output connections. The output of this control level is control information on which components should become
active. Each component has two input layers: one for coordination information (the upper square at the left side of the component), and one for data information (the lower
square). Output is also generated at both levels, depicted by the squares at the right side
of a component.
The cognitive agent model decides which component(s) may become active based
on the current external, as well as internal states. A major constraint is that the required
processing resources of the to-be-selected components have to lie within the available
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Figure 5.1: Control Approach

processing resources.
As discussed above, cognitive biases arise in human task performance under overload
conditions. Since the model is about mimicking human (biased) task performance, the
same principle should hold for an agent incorporating the model. The idea is that, when
faced with high task demands, the agent will be motivated to operate on a high cognitive
processing level. Over time, this will result in it becoming exhausted, which entails less
available processing resources. The latter will affect the control decisions made. More
specifically, when the agent becomes more exhausted, components with lower processing
costs will be chosen, which usually implies a higher level of biases.

5.2.4

Formal Analysis

The cognitive agent model is expected to show certain behavioral properties as discussed
above. Here such properties are identified and formalized, enabling automated verification. The first property relates task demand to biases:
HTDtoHB Higher task demand leads to higher biases.

This global property can be related to more local properties relating task demand to
exhaustion, exhaustion to selection of less demanding components, and less demanding
components to biases:
HTDtoHX Higher task demand leads to a higher exhaustion level.
HXtoLDC Higher exhaustion level leads to less demanding components.
LDCtoHB Less demanding components lead to higher biases.

The relationship between these behavioral properties is:
HTDtoHX & HXtoLDC & LDCtoHB ⇒ HTDtoHB

5.2. Controlling Biases in Demanding Tasks
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For formalization of these properties a reified temporal predicate logical language
was used; see e.g., (Galton, 2006). Expressions are built on atoms referring to state
properties, time points, and traces. The properties can be formalized by comparing for
one given trace the levels (of task and component demand, exhaustion level and biases)
to certain bounds, or by comparing these levels in a relative manner in two traces. The
following abbreviations are used:
aboveduring(γ, t, D, a(V), M) ≡

∀t1,V1 [ t≤ t1≤ t+D & at(γ, t1, a(V1)) ⇒ V1≥ M

belowduring(γ, t, D, a(V), M) ≡

∀t1,V1 [ t≤ t1≤ t+D & at(γ, t1, a(V1)) ⇒ V1≤ M

aboveleadstoabove(γ,D1, a(V), M1, E, D2, b(V), M2) ≡
∀t [ aboveduring(γ, t, D1, a(V), M1) ⇒ aboveduring(γ, t+E, D2, b(V), M2) ]
aboveleadstobelow(γ,D1, a(V), M1, E, D2, b(V), M2) ≡
∀t [ aboveduring(γ, t, D1, a(V), M1) ⇒ belowduring(γ, t+E, D2, b(V), M2) ]
belowleadstoabove(γ,D1, a(V), M1, E, D2, b(V), M2) ≡
∀t [ belowduring(γ, t, D1, a(V), M1) ⇒ aboveduring(γ, t+E, D2, b(V), M2) ]
ishigherduring(γ1, γ2, t, D, a(V) ≡
∀t1, V1, V2 [ t≤ t1≤ t+D & at(γ1, t, a(V1)) & at(γ2, t, a(V2)) ⇒ V1 ≥ V2 ]
higherleadstohigher(γ1, γ2, D1, a(V), E, D2, b(V)) ≡
∀t [ ishigherduring(γ1, γ2, t, D1, a(V)) ⇒ ishigherduring(γ1, γ2, t+E, D2, b(V)) ]
higherleadstolower(γ1, γ2, D1, a(V), E, D2, b(V)) ≡
∀t [ ishigherduring(γ1, γ2, t, D1, a(V) ) ⇒ ishigherduring(γ2, γ1, t+E, D2, b(V)) ]

Based on these, properties are formalized as follows:
HTDtoHBwithin(γ, D1, M1, E, D4, M4)
If in a trace γ for some time duration D1 the task demand is higher than M1, then after some delay E for
some time duration D4 biases are higher than M4.
aboveleadstoabove(γ, D1, taskdemand(V), M1, E, D4, biaslevel(V), M4)

HTDtoHBbetween(γ1, γ2, D1, E, D4)
If in trace γ1 for some time duration D1 the task demand in γ1 is higher than the task demand in γ2, then
after some time delay E, for some time duration D4 biases in trace γ1 are higher than biases in trace γ2.
higherleadstohigher(γ1, γ2, D1, taskdemand(V), E, D4, biaslevel(V))

HTDtoHXwithin(γ, D1, M1, E1, D2, M2)
If in a trace γ for some time duration D1 the task demand is higher than M1, then after some delay E1 for
some time duration D2 the exhaustion level is higher than M2.
aboveleadstoabove(γ, D1, taskdemand(V), M1, E1, D2, exhaustionlevel(V), M2)

HTDtoHXbetween(γ1, γ2, D1, E1, D2)
If in trace γ1 for some time duration D1 the task demand in γ1 is higher than the task demand in γ2,
then after some time delay E1, for some time duration D2 the exhaustion level in trace γ1 is higher than the
exhaustion level in trace γ2.
higherleadstohigher(γ1, γ2, D1, taskdemand(V), E1, D2, exhaustionlevel(V))
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HXtoLDCwithin(γ, D2, M2, E2, D3, M3)
If in a trace γ for some time duration D2 the exhaustion level is higher than M2, then after some delay E2
for some time duration D3 the demand of selected components is lower than M3.
aboveleadstobelow(γ,D2, exhaustionlevel(V), M2, E2, D3, componentdemand(V), M3)

HTDtoHXbetween(γ1, γ2, D2, E2, D3)
If in trace γ1 for some time duration D2 the exhaustion level in γ1 is higher than the exhaustion level in
γ2, then after some time delay E2, for some time duration D3 the demand of selected components in γ1 trace
is lower than the demand of selected components in trace γ2.
higherleadstolower(γ1, γ2, D2, exhaustionlevel(V), E2, D3, componentdemand(V))

LDCtoHBwithin(γ, D3, M3, E3, D4, M4)
If in a trace γ for some time duration D3 the demand of selected components is lower than M3, then after
some delay E3 for some time duration D4 the biases are higher than M4.
belowleadstoabove(γ,D3, componentdemand(V), M3, E3, D4, biaslevel(V), M4)

LDCtoHBbetween(γ1, γ2, D3, E3, D4)
If in trace γ1 for some time duration D3 the demand of selected components in γ2 is lower than in γ1,
then after some time delay E3, for some time duration D4 the biases in trace γ2 are higher than the biases in
trace γ1.
higherleadstolower(γ1, γ2, D3, componentdemand(V), E3, D4, biaslevel(V))

Automated verification of these properties has been performed against generated simulation traces.

5.2.5

Dynamical System Models Used

In the next section the overall executable cognitive agent model is described. It includes
some computational models in dynamical system style (based on difference / differential
equations), which are introduced in this section.
The model is based on literature from cognitive science and human factors research.
Hancock and Meshkati (1988) define mental workload as: ‘The operator’s evaluation
of the attentional load margin (between their motivated capacity and the current task
demands) while achieving adequate task performance in a mission-relevant context.’ An
elaboration on their figure illustrating this principle is shown in Figure 5.2.
Basic concepts used in our model are:
x(t):
mp:
rp:
td(t):
ptd(t):
em(t):
β:
ap(t):
cp(t):

the exhaustion level at t
maximal cognitive processing level if no exhaustion exists
relaxed cognitive processing level if no exhaustion exist
the externally determined task demand at t
the internally perceived task demand at t
the effort motivation level at t
parameter determining source of effort motivation
the available processing level at t
the current processing effort at t
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Figure 5.2: Cognitive processing levels over time

The exhaustion level x(t) is assumed to be normalized between 0 (no exhaustion) and
1 (complete exhaustion). As exhaustion affects possible processing levels, the maximal
cognitive processing level at some time point t is taken to be mp(1 − x(t)), and the
relaxed cognitive processing level rp(1 − x(t)); this is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The
incoming external task demand td is transferred to the internal perceived task demand
ptd by dividing it by the current maximal processing level (mp(1 − x(t))). When the
result is above 1, it is set to 1 which ensures that the perceived task demand lies between 0
and 1. The perceived task demand and exhaustion level determine based on a personality
characteristic parameter β what the current effort motivation level em(t) is, with a value
between 0 (no motivation) and 1 (totally motivated). This level in return determines the
current available processing level ap(t), which influence the maximal processing effort
cp(t). Below these processes are described in more detail.
Exhaustion
First, the model for the level of cognitive exhaustion x(t) over time is introduced. The
exhaustion for a next time point depends on the current processing effort, but also on
the current exhaustion, which is built up in the past. The assumption is that exhaustion
increases proportionally to the amount by which the current cognitive processing effort
cp(t) exceeds the level indicated by rp(1 − x(t)). When the current processing effort is
lower than this value, exhaustion decreases proportionally, until 0 is reached. Furthermore, the factor γ is used to fine-tune the model.
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∆x = γ

cp(t) − rp(1 − x(t))
∆t
mp

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆x if x(t) + ∆x > 0
=0

else

Effort Motivation
At time t the cognitive effort motivation level influences the processing level at which
the agent maximally operates. A personality characteristic parameter β is introduced that
indicates in how far the motivation for effort is externally driven through the perceived
task demand (indicated by β = 1), or internally driven by the exhaustion level (indicated
by β = 0). The effort motivation em(t) is determined as follows.
em(t) = β × ptd(t) + (1 − β) × (1 − x(t))
Available Processing Level
Given the motivation indicator the cognitive processing level made available ap(t) is
determined as follows. If the motivation is 1, the maximal possible processing level
mp(1 − x(t)) will be the processing level made available. If the motivation is 0, the
available processing level is the relaxed processing level rp(1 − x(t)), which is always
proportional to mp(1 − x(t)). The general model for the processing level made available
is:
ap(t) = (em(t) × mp + (1 − em(t)) × rp) × (1 − x(t))
When cp(t) = ap(t) is taken (i.e., the processing level made available is fully used),
the three models for x(t), em(t) and ap(t) above can be combined to obtain a single
(but complex) difference or differential equation model for x(t), given the chosen values
cp(t) for the current processing effort over time.

5.2.6

Overall Cognitive Agent Model

This section describes the overall design of the cognitive agent model, incorporating
the dynamical models of the previous section. To evaluate whether the model indeed
dynamically adjusts its task performance in a way similar to humans, it has been designed
in a formal, executable format. The model includes various cognitive components and
control knowledge about them. In addition, it is able to observe the world, form goals,
and execute actions. The model’s execution cycle is as follows:
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Determine Observations: The agent observes the world and forms beliefs about what it sees.
Determine Goals: Based on beliefs, it forms goals with priorities.
Determine Task Demand: Based on the formed goals, their priorities, and the cognitive processing level that is required to reach them in the optimal way, the task demand is determined.
Determine Perceived Task Demand: The perceived task demand is deduced from the real
task demand (see section above).
Determine Effort Motivation Level: see section above.
Determine Available Processing Level: see section above.

After these processes the agent starts the selection process of the cognitive processing
components to be executed.
Determine Executability of Components: First, it determines which components are eligible
for execution, i.e. that they can actually produce outputs when selected. For this it checks for each
component whether all the input it requires is available.
Determine Relevance of Components for Goals: Next, it determines which components are
relevant for which goal:
∀g ∀c ∀k ∀cr ∀kr ∀x [
If goal(g) ∧ component has output(c, g) ∧ component requires processing level(c, k) ∧
component has output(cr, g) ∧ component requires processing level(cr, kr) ∧
¬∃co ∃ko [ component has output(co, g) ∧ component requires processing level(co, ko)
∧ ko > kr ] ∧
component has executability(c, 1) ∧ exhaustion − level(x) ∧ b = 1 − |(1 − k / kr) − x|
Then component has relevance f or goal(c, g, b) ]

This process entails that the relevance of a component c for a certain goal g that it has as its
output, depends on the current exhaustion level x and the existence of a most expensive component
cr that has goal g as its output. The rational behind this process is that the most expensive component is the best (most rational) component to reach g, and is preferred when there is no exhaustion
(receives a relevancy of 1 − |(1 − k / kr) − 0| = 1). However, the more exhausted the agent
is, the more it prefers the cheaper components over the expensive ones. For example, when x is
0.3, cr only receives a relevancy of 0.7, while c, given it requires a lower processing level, e.g. 4
instead of 6, receives a relevancy of 1 − |(1 − 4 / 6) − 0.3| ≈ 0.97. If a component does not have
a certain goal as one of its outputs, its relevance for that goal is 0.
Determine Priority of Components: The priorities of the components for the various goals
are determined by multiplying their relevancy for a goal with the priority of that respective goal.
Determine Components to be Activated: This is done by considering all possible groups of
components for which it holds that 1) they have a priority greater than 0; 2) they are not relevant
for the same goal; 3) their output does not make the goal of the other irrelevant. Furthermore, 4)
their combined required processing level is below, or equal to, the available processing level. The
components that are selected for execution are the members of the group with the highest total
priority, which is formed by the sum of the priorities of the components.
Determine Activated Components: The components selected for activation are executed.
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Determine Current Processing Effort: The current processing effort that the executing components deliver is determined.
Update Exhaustion Level: Given this current processing effort, the exhaustion level is updated, see the previous section.

As long as observations are made, the agent keeps controlling its process as indicated.
When there is no task demand the agent relaxes, resulting in decreased exhaustion.

5.2.7

Simulation Experiments

To evaluate the cognitive agent model, simulation experiments were performed in LeadsTo (Bosse et al., 2007), which is especially developed to model executable temporal
properties. For the evaluation a simple classification task was chosen. Although simplified, it is representative for the kinds of tasks future software agents might perform,
e.g., in training simulations of military air-traffic-controllers. The task entails the correct
classification at every execution cycle of the objects (none, one or two) then present in
the world. The classification of an object entails assigning it to one of the bins present
in the environment. Objects have two properties, namely a color (red, blue or green),
and a shape (cube, cylinder or triangle). This results in nine possible objects that can be
classified. Bins also have two properties: they can either fit red, blue, green, or all colors
and cube, cylinder, triangle, or all shapes. For the current scenario’s it is assumed that
these 4 bins are present:
Bin 1:
Bin 2:
Bin 3:
Bin 4:

fits red cubes
fits blue objects
fits any colored triangles
fits all objects

The general goal of the task is to classify objects, but also to do this as precise as
possible. The assignment of an object to a bin whose properties it exactly matches has the
highest preference. Furthermore, partial classifications are desired above an assignment
to the most general bin. So in the current scenario, the best classification of the red
cube is assigning it to bin 1, followed by an assignment to bin 4. A blue triangle can be
assigned to bin 2 just as well as to bin 3; bin 4 however is less desired.
To test the behavior of the cognitive agent model over time, four scenarios were
developed. They all incorporate the same bins, but the objects present in the world over
time differ. In the scenario named 1 object, one object is present at every execution cycle.
The similar principle holds for the scenario named 2 objects. For scenarios named low
demand and high demand the amount of objects varies, see Table 5.3 for an overview.
Each scenario takes 9 time steps.
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Time:

1

2

3

4
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5

6

7

8

9

low demand

high demand

Table 5.3: Objects Present in World over Time

During the execution cycle of the model, the agent first observes the world and forms
beliefs about the properties of the available objects and bins. Then it derives new goals
from the top level goal classif y all objects as follows:
∀x ∀p [
If goal(classif y all objects) ∧ goal has priority(classif y all objects, p) ∧ belief (object, x)
Then goal(belief (classif ication type of, x, total)) ∧
goal has priority(belief (classif ication type of, x, total), p/3 × 1.1) ∧
goal satisf ied when(belief (classif ication type of, x, total), belief (classif ied, x)) ∧
goal(belief (classif ication type of, x, partly)) ∧
goal has priority(belief (classif ication type of, x, partly), p/3 × 1.0) ∧
goal satisf ied when(belief (classif ication type of, x, partly), belief (classif ied, x)) ∧
goal(belief (classif ication type of, x, not)) ∧
goal has priority(belief (classif ication type of, x, not), p/3 × 0.9) ∧
goal satisf ied when(belief (classif ication type of, x, not), belief (classif ied, x)) ]

So for every object the agent forms three classification goals, with varying priority.
These priorities express the agent’s preferences for the various types of classifications.
The task demand for the current task is determined by the combined task demand of
the present objects. Objects entail task demand because they cause goals with priorities.
task demand =

X

(mp × p | goal(g) ∧ goal has priority(g, p) ∧
maximum required processing level f or goal(g, mp))

For the current task this entails that a single object delivers a total task demand of
5.06667. This results in a constant task demand for the scenarios 1 object and 2 objects:
5.06667 and 10.1333, respectively. For scenarios low and high demand the task demand
varies, see Figure 5.3.
Above it was described how, based on the goals and the priority of components for
these goals, the cognitive agent model determines which components execute. Besides
the components themselves, it also uses control knowledge over these components, e.g.
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Figure 5.3: Task demand for scenario’s low demand (blue diamonds) and high demand
(pink squares)

about their inputs, outputs, and required processing level. The latter value is deduced
from the number of required inputs of the component.
The following shows the process of a rational component in the form of an executable
temporal rule:
∀x ∀p [
If HoldsAt(belief (object, x), t) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (bin, y), t) ∧
HoldsAt(belief (has shape, x, s), t) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (f its shape, y, s), t) ∧
HoldsAt(belief (has color, x, c), t) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (f its color, y, c), t)
Then HoldsAt(belief (classif ied as, x, y), t + 1) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (classif ied, x), t + 1) ∧
HoldsAt(belief (classif ication type of, x, total), t + 1) ]

This component requires a processing level of 6 and has a bias level of 0. Besides
rational components, biased ones are present with a different process but a same output,
e.g.:
∀x ∀p [
If HoldsAt(belief (object, x), t) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (bin, y), t) ∧
HoldsAt(belief (has shape, x, s), t) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (f its shape, y, s), t)
Then HoldsAt(belief (classif ied as, x, y), t + 1) ∧ HoldsAt(belief (classif ied, x), t + 1) ∧
HoldsAt(belief (classif ication type of, x, total), t + 1) ]

This component also deduces a belief about a total classification, but forgets to take
the colors of the object and the bin into account. The final result might be correct, but
might also be incorrect. This second component requires a processing level of 4 and has
a bias level of 4/6, because the most expensive processing requires a level of 6; see the
previous section on the relevance of components.
Last, various parameters present in the model are assigned a fixed value to arrive at
an executable version. For the current task the maximal processing level mp is set to 10
and the relaxed processing level rp to 7. It is assumed that the agent is not exhausted
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at the beginning of the task. Furthermore, parameter γ, with which the granularity in
exhaustion level over time can be tuned, is set to 0.3.
Each scenario was executed twice, once with personality value 0.7 (motivation primarily determined by external task demand) and once with value 0.3 (motivated primarily
determined by internal exhaustion level).
Simulation Results
Scenario 1 Object
In this scenario the cognitive agent model classified each object in a perfect way
for both personalities. Since there is a maximum of one object at each execution, the
maximal possible current processing level (for the red cube classification) lies at 6. This
is below the relaxed processing level, set at 7, and thus no exhaustion occurs.
Scenario 2 Objects
In this scenario the two objects ensure a constant high task demand of 10.1333. This
results in a constant perceived task demand ptd of 1, which causes both agents to make
more than their relaxed processing level available. Therefore the effort of the selected
processing components often lies above the relaxed processing level rp(1−x(t)), causing
the agent to become exhausted, which in turn influences the available processing level,
see Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Current processing effort and exhaustion level for personality 0.7 (yellow
triangles) and 0.3 (green dots)

The agent with personality value 0.7 will, given the ptd of 1, make more processing
level available than the agent with personality value 0.3. This is beneficial at first; more
available processing level entails that more demanding, so less biased, components can
execute. However, due to this higher effort level this agent becomes exhausted quicker.
This results in that it over time actually has less processing level available, which result
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in the selection of cheaper and thus more biased components, see Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Bias level for personality value 0.7 (yellow triangles) and 0.3 (green dots) in
the 2 objects scenario

Scenarios low and high demand
In the scenarios low and high demand the numbers of objects that are available at
each execution cycle vary, see Table 5.3. The variety in the task demand, see Figure 5.3,
clearly determines the variety in current processing effort, see Figure 5.6. This in turn
influences the exhaustion level and bias level, see Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.6: Current processing effort for the low demand (blue diamonds) and high demand (pink squares) scenarios

The increase in bias level has its impact on the quality of the task performance. Table 5.4 sums for personality value 0.7 the percentage of false classifications averaged
over all objects present. As an example: this percentage is 75 percent when the agent
blindly assigned an object to any bin, since it is correct for bin 4, which is one of four
bins.
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Figure 5.7: Exhaustion and bias level for the low (blue diamonds) and high demand (pink
squares) scenarios
Scenario
1 object
2 objects
low demand
high demand

1
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0

3
0
50
0
0

4
0
25
50
50

5
0
37.5
0
0

6
0
25
0
0

7
0
12.5
0
0

8
0
37.5
0
100

9
0
62.5
0
75

Table 5.4: Percentage of mistakes for personality value 0.7

5.2.8

Verification

Formalized properties, such as those presented earlier, have been automatically verified
against a number of simulation traces, such as discussed above. As an example, property
HTDtoHBwithin has been verified and shown to hold for all four traces for the following
values for the duration and bound parameters: D1 = 100, E = 100, D4 = 100, M 1 =
8, M 4 = 0.2.
Notice that one execution cycle of the model takes a 100 time steps. Moreover, the
property HTDtoHBbetween that compares two traces was also verified and shown to
hold for the low demand - high demand scenario pair as well as the 1 object - 2 objects
scenario pair for the values: D1 = 100, E = 100, D4 = 100.

5.2.9

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presented a cognitive agent model capable of dynamically adapting its behavior to the external, as well as its internal state. Related research with a similar goal
focuses on integrating emotions, arousal, and motivation in cognitive systems, but no
similar approach can be found. Closest to this work is the work of Ritter et al. (2007b)
that implements various theories of stress and their effect on behavior (some considered
biases). However, the implemented factors were local, fixed and no temporal aspect is in-
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corporated. One theory they did not implement is that tasks themselves are stressors (the
approach taken in this paper). About this they state ‘we recognize that modeling tasks
as stressors is an interesting and important next step in the effort to model the effects of
stress.’
The dynamical cognitive agent model was tested for various task scenarios in simulations. A formal analysis of properties of the model has been performed, including automated verification of the identified properties against simulation traces, indeed showing
the behavior as expected.
For a number of choices that were made for the case currently presented, also alternative choices could have been made, e.g., for the choice of parameters for the maximum
en relaxed processing power in relation to the required processing level of components.
It is expected that the values of the parameters depend on the application context. Based
on the requirements of the behavior that the model should show, these can be adapted as
to provide a best fit.
The model’s main contribution is that it offers a mechanism to control the appearance
of biases in a wide variety of tasks, but even stronger, on multiple levels of the task
execution. The current paper solely addressed the controlling of biases appearing in
cognitive components processing beliefs. The processes from observations to beliefs and
from beliefs to goals were fixed. These processes may just as well be subject to biases
under stress. A biased determination of priorities of goals can also have serious effects on
task execution. In future work the control of these processes will be added to the current
model.
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5.3

Modeling Human Information Acquisition Strategies

Abstract
In this paper we focus on the development of a computational model that provides intelligent agents with a mechanism to decide on whether to acquire required information
by retrieving it from memory or by interacting with the world. First, we present a task
in which choices have to be made between acquiring information from memory or from
the world. Two conditions are introduced with variable costs, and an experiment is performed to detect whether humans apply some kind of rational expected utility analysis
to make this decision. Results indicate that humans do not, but instead adopt a simpler
heuristic strategy. Next, we introduce a computational model that incorporates various
heuristic task strategies, as well as rational ones. The human data is compared to the behavior of the model under various parameter settings. We were able to match the human
actions with model actions for various task strategies, suggesting that humans differ in
the task strategies they apply, and that our manner to deduce heuristic task strategies is
feasible.

This section is an extended version of a paper published as:
Heuvelink, A., Klein, M. C. A., and Lambalgen, R. M. van.* Modeling Human Information Acquisition Strategies. In Proceedings of the 31st Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (CogSci 2009), Cognitive
Science Society. July 30- August 1 2009, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
* Authors are listed in alphabetic order and can be regarded as having made a comparable contribution.
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Introduction

For the execution of almost all tasks knowledge is required. For example, making a
phone call to a good friend requires - apart from procedural knowledge on how to operate
a phone - explicit knowledge about the phone number. When preparing for the task, a
human will make an (often implicit) choice between retrieving the required knowledge
from memory, or looking it up. Intuitively, this choice is determined by the balance
between the costs of looking up information on the one hand, and the costs of retrieval
and the risk of mistakes on the other hand. In the phone call example the choice could
be to retrieve the phone number from memory as a number of a good friend is probably
easily retrievable, while the costs of looking up the required information are probably
relatively high (finding the number in the address book), and the costs of mistakes are
low (apologizing and calling again).
Selecting actions based on their expected costs and benefits is often described as rational decision making. However, it is well known that humans do not always follow a rational process, but often depend on heuristic approaches to solve a problem (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1974; Gigerenzer et al., 1999). In addition, humans vary (between-subject) in
the task-specific strategies they apply, but this choice is also influenced (within-subject)
by the specific task circumstances (see, e.g., Beilock and Decaro, 2007; Byrne et al.,
2008). For example, some people might prefer to always first try the phone number that
they remember and only look it up in case of failure, even in cases in which a rational
analysis would conclude that it is more efficient to look up the information.
The overall aim of our work is to build intelligent agents that exhibit human-like
behavior. In order to do so, we would like to build a computational model that can decide
on whether to acquire information by retrieving it from memory (information in-thehead) or by interacting with the world (information in-the-world).
In the first part of this paper, we describe an experiment with two cost conditions in
which we analyzed the behavior of humans in a relative simple task. This task required
the participants to choose between information in-the-head and information in-the-world.
After elaborating on the task we discuss how rational expected utility analysis could be
applied to it, i.e., what the possible task actions are, and the associated types of costs and
benefits. Subsequently, the behavioral experiment and its results are presented.
In the second part of the paper, we try to align the results of the experiment with a
developed task model that takes both the rational-choice approach and heuristic-based
approaches into account. We first describe this task model and the possible heuristic task
strategies that people could apply. Then, we describe the technical experiment by means
of which we searched for values for the model’s parameters that best fit the results of the
behavioral experiment. Finally, the implications of the findings are discussed.
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Task Description

The computer task we developed required participants to classify presented objects to
specific bins. During the task, nine objects were presented in a sequence of thirty-six
trials. The objects were composed of a color (red, blue or yellow) and a shape (square,
circle or triangle). Each object belonged to a specific bin, numbered 1 to 9, but initially
the participants did not know the correct combinations. The goal of the task was to press
the number of the correct bin upon presentation of the object. On each trial participants
had the option to press the number of a bin first (‘choose’), or to press a button to get
more information about the bins (‘sense’). Participants could choose one of three buttons:
button ‘j’ revealed the bins of objects with the same color as the presented object; button
‘k’ revealed the bins with the same shape; and button ‘l’ revealed the bin of the specific
object. After the information was shown, participants had to select a bin. After a bin was
chosen, the correct bin was revealed.
Participants started the task with 10 euro. Money was subtracted when either a button
was chosen (Button Costs), or an error was made (Error Costs); see Table 5.5 for the two
specific cost-settings used. In addition, for every 500 ms 0.01 euro was subtracted.
A typical trial started with presenting an object with below it nine empty boxes.
Furthermore, the three buttons were shown and in the upper right corner the amount of
money left.
When participants choose to sense color or shape, they had to wait for 1.0 seconds
until the requested information was shown (Button Time). When participants choose to
sense all, they had to wait for 1.5 seconds (Button Time). Meanwhile, time costs were
still subtracted. When the waiting time had passed, the object was presented again with
below it the nine bins, but this time the bins were revealed that matched the specific
feature that was sensed: the three bins that matched the color of the object; the three bins
that matched its shape; or the bin that matched the whole object.
When a bin was chosen (immediately, or after sensing), the object and the nine bins
were presented again with the correct bin revealed. At the same time feedback was given
on the choice of the participant.
Condition
1
1
1
2
2
2

Feature
Color
Shape
All
Color
Shape
All

Button Costs
€ 0.10
€ 0.10
€ 0.15
€ 0.06
€ 0.06
€ 0.09

Button Time = Extra Button Costs
1.0s = € 0.02
1.0s = € 0.02
1.5s = € 0.03
1.0s = € 0.02
1.0s = € 0.02
1.5s = € 0.03

Table 5.5: Costs of the two task conditions.

Error Costs
€ 0.10
€ 0.15
€ 0.20
€ 0.12
€ 0.18
€ 0.24
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The combination of nine objects in thirty-six trials was determined previous to the
experiment, to make sure that some objects would be often encountered so that over time
it would be well known to which bin they belonged, while for others, less encountered,
this could have been forgotten. See Table 5.6 for the number of specific objects presented
over the trials.
Feature
3 x Circle
2 x Square
1 x Triangle

3 x Red
RC: 9x
RS: 6x
RT: 3x

2 x Blue
BC: 6x
BS: 4x
BT: 2x

1 x Yellow
YC: 3x
YS: 2x
YT: 1x

Table 5.6: Overview of objects presented.

Rational Expected Utility Analysis
The presented task requires interactive behavior: for its performance a mixture of elementary cognitive, perceptual, and motor operations are required. Gray and BoehmDavis (2000) introduce interactive routines as the basis of interactive behavior. They
envision interactive routines as dependency networks of low-level cognitive, perceptual,
and motor operators that come together at a time span of about 1/3 to 3 seconds. Gray
and Fu (2004) propose that at this time span, the human control system selects sequences
of interactive routines that tend to minimize performance costs measured in time while
achieving expected benefits.
For the presented task it is possible to rely to a smaller or larger degree on information in-the-world versus information in-the-head. In the first case more interaction with
the world is required (button pressing), in the second case more intensive memory use
(remembering the colors and shapes of the bins). Based on the specific task conditions it
is expected that humans will adopt different interactive routines to minimize performance
costs.
A rational strategy for performing the presented task would determine at each trial
which of the four possible actions would be most optimal to execute: either directly
choosing a bin, or first requesting which bins fit the color, shape, or both these aspects of
the presented object. For this, a cost-benefit analysis of each action needs to be made.
For the presented task four types of costs exist: 1) the money it costs when a certain mistake is made, 2) the money it costs to press a button, 3) the time it costs to do
so, and 4) the time it costs to retrieve beliefs from memory. It is possible to express
all the various types of costs in money, because time costs money. It could be debated
that in addition to these money and time costs another type of costs exist, namely the
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cognitive and perceptual-motor effort involved in executing the actions. We do not separately distinguish these efforts but assume that time is a reasonable surrogate measure
for them (Gray and Fu, 2004). By doing this we also decline the minimum memory
hypothesis that suggests that humans are biased to conserve cognitive resources by favoring perceptual-motor resources (Wilson, 2002). Gray et al. (2006) make a convincing
case that people do not favor strategies that minimize the use of memory, but those that
minimize temporal cost-benefit tradeoffs.
To determine the expected utility of each of the possible actions, the expected costs
for each of the four types of costs need to be determined. The money and time it costs to
press one or none of the buttons depends on the task condition, but apart from that can
be determined in a straightforward way. It is harder to determine the expected costs of 1)
making an error and of 2) retrieving beliefs from memory.
For the first aspect the chance that one of the three possible errors is made (color false,
shape false, all false) is important together with their respective, task condition dependent, penalties. The chance that a specific error is made depends on what is remembered.
When it is possible to retrieve the correct bin for a specific object, the chance on any
error is zero. However, when this is not possible the chance on a specific error depends
on the chance of correctly retrieving knowledge concerning bins with the to-be-classified
object’s color or shape, but also on the chance that knowledge is retrieved that exclude
specific bins from selection, increasing the chance the correct bin is picked.
The expected cost of retrieving beliefs from memory is equal to the time to do so or
to the time to failure. These times, as well as the chance that knowledge can be retrieved
in the first place, are important to know for calculating the expected utilities. Insight in
these aspects can come from models of human memory. A well known model of memory
retrieval is embedded in the cognitive theory ACT-R (Anderson et al., 2004). In ACT-R
declarative knowledge is presented by chunks, whose activation values determine their
chance and speed of retrieval, the latter according to this formula:
RT = F e−Ai
RT : The time to retrieve the chunk in seconds.
Ai : The activation of the chunk i which is being retrieved.
F : The latency factor parameter.
The latency factor parameter depends on the retrieval threshold, T , which varies
substantially between ACT-R models. However, the following general relationship has
been discovered: F = 0.35eT which means that the retrieval latency at threshold (when
Ai = T ) is approximately 0.35 seconds (Anderson et al., 2004). The full equation used
by ACT-R to determine a chunk’s activation takes into account several aspects, but its ba-
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sis is the chunk’s base-level activation. The base level activation Bi reflects the recency
and frequency of use of the chunk, and is calculated by:
n
X
Bi = ln(
t−d
j ) + βi
j=1

n: The number of presentations for chunk i.
tj : The time since the jth presentation.
d: The decay parameter. Standard this one is set at 0.5 (Anderson et al., 2004).
βi : A constant offset.
When we assume that people are able to unconsciously employ a kind of utility analysis (which includes having implicit knowledge about what they can remember, see (Gray
et al., 2006)) and adopt these interactive routines that minimize performance costs, we
expect to find differences in behavior between the two cost conditions introduced.

5.3.3

Experiment

Sixteen first year AI students, aged between 17 and 24 years, participated in the experiment. The experiment’s duration was approximate 30 minutes and participants received
theoretically from 1 to 10 euro for participation, depending on their performance. In the
experiment a 2-factor, between subjects design was used, with costs varied between participants. In condition 1, the costs of pressing a button were relatively high compared to
the costs of an error, while in condition 2 the opposite was the case. For an overview of
exact costs, see Table 5.5.
Participants started by reading a written instruction on how to perform the experiment
and the costs of errors, time and sensing. Next, a practice task was given to familiarize
them with the task and the costs. This task was similar to the main task, but in order to
keep a low interference, color and shapes of objects were altered. Furthermore, the bin
in which often or rarely encountered objects belonged and the order in which the objects
were presented was altered.
Data Analysis
For data analysis we first calculated for each bin and at each trial the expected activation
value of the participant’s knowledge concerning the color, shape and the whole object
(all) that would fit in the bin. For this we used the ACT-R formula with a standard decay
of 0.5 and an offset of 0. As ‘presentations’ we counted the display of bin information
due to button use, and the display of the correct bin at the end of each trial. Next,
these activation values were used for regression analysis across participants for each
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trial. Trials where the activation was 0 (e.g., the object had not been presented before)
were excluded from analysis.
Univariate variance analysis was used to check for differences between the two conditions. For the difference between color and shape, a repeated measure ANOVA was
conducted, using the Huyn-Feldt correction. For all analysis, trials with a RT exceeding
8000ms were excluded.
Experimental Results
Over all the participants, the percentage correct ranged from 30 to 97 percent; the average
percentage correct was 61 (SD = 21). The number of times a participant chose a bin
immediately ranged from 5 to 34; the average was 24.44 (SD = 7.87). So overall, there
was a wide variety in the participant’s behavior. As an illustration, Table 5.7 shows the
data of one participant (participant 9). For each trial the participant’s reaction time (RT,
the time it takes to choose a bin or button), action (Sense, what feature was sensed) and
performance (Correct, which feature was correct) are shown.
Table 5.7: Experiment data of participant number 9.
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Object
BT
RC
RS
BC
RC
RT
YS
RC
BS
RC
RS
YC
BC
RS
RC
RC
YT
RS
BC
BS
YC
RT

RT
1370
960
1106
1564
1791
923
1222
1399
2212
800
1766
2048
2783
1251
804
1962
564
930
5168
1158
2315
1390

Sense
Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
None
None
Color+Shape

Correct
Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color
None
Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
Color+Shape
None
None
Shape
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Shape
None
Color
Color+Shape
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Dependent
Variables
Act-Color
Act-Shape
Act-All
Dependent
Variables
Act-Color
Act-Shape
Act-All

BC
RC
RS
BT
BC
YS
RC
RC
BS
RT
BC
RS
YC
BS

Table 5.7 – Continued
2044
None
672
None
1338
None
1479
None
2479
None
2415
None
3315
None
1154
None
2023
None
1250
Color+Shape
3060
None
1999
None
974
Color+Shape
5372
None

First Choice
p
R2
r
0.002
0.27
0.52
0.000
0.38
0.62
0.001
0.35
0.59
Sense Feature
p
R2
r
0.002
0.28
-0.53
0.000
0.40
-0.63
0.000
0.43
-0.65

Color
Color
Color+Shape
Color
None
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Shape
Color+Shape
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Shape

Independent Variables
RT First
p
R2
r
0.000 0.48
-0.69
0.000 0.36
-0.60
0.000 0.53
-0.73
Correct Bin
p
R2
r
0.004 0.24
0.49
0.006 0.22
0.46
0.002 0.32
0.57

p
0.000
0.000
0.000

RT Bin
R2
r
0.46
-0.68
0.35
-0.59
0.59
-0.73

Table 5.8: Results of Regression Analysis.

The results of the linear regression analysis are shown in Table 5.8. The R2 (explained variance), r(correlation) and p-values are given for each analysis. The results
show that the activation value of color, shape and the whole object was successful in predicting a number of variables, confirming that the ACT-R theory correctly captures how
human memory operates. For example, the Blue Circle in trial 13 was an object that was
only shown 1 time before. Therefore, the activation value of this object was low (-1.77
on average), which coincided with the low mean percentage correct when participants
immediately chose a bin (0.18).
First Choice (the number of participants who chose a bin immediately) is positively
dependent on activation value: as activation increased, First Choice increased. Furthermore RT (reaction time) was examined: RT when the object is shown for the first time
(‘RT First’) and the time from the presentation of the object to the moment the bin was
chosen (‘RT Bin’). Both RT’s are dependent on the activations: RT decreased when
activation value increased.
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Figure 5.8: Interaction between feature and condition on percentage incorrect and percentage sensed feature.

In addition, the percentage of correct classifications concerning color, shape and all
was found to be positively dependent on the activation of color, shape and all, see Table 5.8. When the activation increased, the percentage correct increased as well. The
number of times a specific feature was sensed (’Sense Feature’) for color, shape or all
decreased as the activation value of that feature increased.
Figure 5.8 shows the results of the ANOVA on the interaction between condition and
feature. A trend is revealed when looking at the percentage incorrect. In condition 1
participants’ percentage incorrect of shape (M = 0.32, SD = 0.15) was higher than
that of color (M = 0.21, SD = 0.15; F (1, 7) = 6.81, p < 0.04). For participants in
condition 2 no such difference was found. An interaction is found between condition and
feature on the number of times participants sensed a feature. For participants in condition
2 a trend was revealed, which showed that the percentage of sensed shape (M = 0.30,
SD = 0.27) was higher than the percentage of sensed color (M = 0.19, SD = 0.28;
F (1, 7) = 4.37, p < 0.1). For participants in condition 1 no significant difference was
found between the percentage of sensed color and the percentage of sensed shape.
Other than these interactions, no differences were found between the two conditions.
This indicates that participants did not always make a rational decision, otherwise we
would have expected to find more variety, e.g., in the total number of times features were
sensed. Support for the thesis that humans instead rely on a prefixed strategy is found in
the data, e.g., although participant 2 and 12 had the same condition, participant 2 always
chose to acquire unknown information from the world (by pressing the all button ‘l’),
whereas participant 12 always attempted to retrieve it from memory (never pressed any
button). Other support for relying on prefixed strategies can be found in the description
of their approach by the subjects themselves. Table 5.9 gives an overview. As can be
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seen, the responses are very diverse, and do not always seem to reflect rational decisionmaking.
Table 5.9: Strategies as described by the participants themselves.
Response

Strategy (literally translated descriptions)

1

After I knew the red circle, and a red shape was asked I choose color. Therefore
I had 50% chance on a correct guess. After I stored some in my memory I was
able to make a right choice for color or shape more often, thus leaving only one
option because I knew that the others were different.

2

I first looked for the shapes and then I guessed, until you knew the colors many
red at the left side, so use that to primary

3

Here I more often pressed ‘everything’

4

Guessing and memorizing, two colors (red and blue, then you also know where
the yellow ones are)

5

Only after some time I got clear where the shapes were, in the beginning I had to
guess and the more I saw it, the better I could guess right

6

Choosing for shape and color (‘l’) if unsure or unknown, else answer

7

The first trials requesting both shape and color, afterwards only shape or color in
order to have a chance of a half on a right guess (assuming that I still knew the
requested objects). Initially this went quite well, but my memory is a strainer, so
eventually remembering shapes and colors didn’t went very well :-)

8

My strategy was to first look at the color and then choosing between the options
until I had all colors and then came the shapes by experience, again 5,45 earned.

9

My strategy was to take another bin that had the same color. The right answer
became visible and could be recorded.

10

My strategy was to show everyting in the beginning. In this way I was able to see
the requested bin. In this way I was able to learn quickly where what was. This
worked, but had as consequence that in case of a mistake, this often was ‘both
wrong’, because I remembered the location per combination.

11

First using the L-key (show both), until you knew more or less where is what,
then gradually less the L-key and guessing the location.

12

Guessing in the beginning and remembering.

13

A mix of only color and only shape. First guessing and later you can use logical
reasoning to see where is which shape. (Thus, first color, then you know e.g. that
blue is in 9, then shape in the second trial and then you see that square is in 9). If
you do this reasonably well you can for surely earn 7 euros.
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Discussion of Experimental Results
Overall, the results show that people’s decision to acquire information from the world
or from memory correlates with the activation of that information in memory following ACT-R’s base-level activation formula, and is thus dependent on the frequency and
recency of using that information.
A difference is found between color and shape, in that shape appears more difficult
to retrieve from memory than color. This is shown by the fact that when people retrieve
information from memory, the chance of making a mistake concerning shape is higher
than the chance of making a mistake concerning color, see Figure 1. When the costs of
acquiring information from the world are relatively low, this difference disappears as in
such a situation people request shape (button ‘k’) more than color (button ‘j’).
No other differences are found between condition 1 and 2 when looking at the participant’s reaction times or actions (sense or choose bin). This indicates that the decision to
rely on information in-the-world versus information in-the-head is not influenced by the
specific costs of acquiring that information. Rather it seems that people make a decision
based on their own (pre-)specified strategy.
This finding does not necessary conflict the hypothesis that humans optimize their
interactive routines to minimize performance costs. Gray and Fu (2004) and Gray et al.
(2006) only consider performance costs measured in time, and argue that humans are
evolved to conserve the resource of time. For the task presented in this paper performance
costs are a combination of time and money costs, and it is conceivable that humans are
not good in taking into account the money costs of actions. Since the time costs of actions
do not alter between the two conditions, this might explain that no more differences can
be found between them. On the other hand, people definitely attempt to optimize their
performance based on time and money costs. When this would not be the case and they
would only optimize the time costs, they would never press a button.

5.3.4

Task Model

As mentioned in the introduction, our research goal is the development of methods and
techniques that will enable intelligent agents to display human-like behavior which might
be rational, but often is not. For this goal we previously developed a memory model enabling rational as well as biased reasoning (Heuvelink et al., 2008a). This model was
implemented in SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker, 2003), and incorporates ACT-R’s base-level
activation formula for declarative knowledge in memory. In this paper we take that model as basis for the development of a task specific model capable of executing the task
previously introduced: http://human-ambience.few.vu.nl/docs/CogSci-IIAModel.pl.
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Execution Loop
A run of the model starts by requesting the start of the task for a specific condition and
individual. This sets the current time and trial at 0 and starts the model’s execution cycle
by calling the scenario_loop clause:
scenario_loop :current_trial(Cond, Ind, T1),
retract(current_trial(T1)),
T2 is T1 + 1,
assert(current_trial(Cond, Ind, T2)),
sense_and_form_goal,
determine_strategy_for_goal,
sense_and_store_result,
scenario_end.

The last predicate of the scenario loop, scenario_end, ensures that as long as the
current_trial is not equal to 36, scenario_loop keeps being called.
In sense_and_form_goal, the model observes the presented object, which takes
time T as specified by time_required_to_ observe_goal_object(Cond, Ind,
T) and stores the observed object as goal_at_trial(classify_object(C, S),
T).
In determine_strategy_for_goal, the model executes a specific strategy on
which we elaborate in the next section.
In sense_and_store_result, the model observes the correct result and stores
this in its memory as belief(color_shape, B, [C, S], T, passive_sense_
result, 1.0), which denotes the belief that in bin B (1-9) color C and shape S fit.
The T denotes the time at which this belief held, passive_sense_result the source
of the belief and 1.0 its certainty. The fact that each belief receives a time, source,
and certainty label is adapted from the memory model. In addition, the belief receives
a so-called impression_value, which forms the constant offset of its activation level.
The level of this impression value depends on whether the model chose the correct or a
wrong bin. In case it was correct, the impression value V is equal to the impression_
value_correct_result(Cond, Ind, V), otherwise to the impression_value_
false_result(Cond, Ind, V).
After any belief is stored a process of the memory model becomes active called
deduce_abstract_belief_from_belief(B). This process deduces specific abstractions from stored beliefs with as main feature the deduction of semantic knowledge out
of the episodic knowledge formed by beliefs with the introduced time, source and certainty labels. For the current task model, abstract beliefs are formed that abstract away
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from the T , S and C of the specific beliefs. It are exactly those abstractions that over time
have multiple ‘presentations’ and therefore receive a high activation value.
In addition, from beliefs about the color and shape that fit in bins, beliefs are abstracted that only capture knowledge about the color, or about the shape that fits in a
specific bin. This separate storage of that information is inspired by the literature that
claims that features are stored independently in memory, although they are bounded by
their spatial location, in our case the bins (Johnson et al., 2002).
Heuristic Strategies
Gray and Fu (2004) state that the cost-benefit considerations for interactive routines only
provide a soft constraint on their selection as they may be overridden by deliberately
adopted top-down strategies. We have two indications that this might have happened
with participants in our task: 1) the statistical analysis did not indicate significant differences between behavior on the two task conditions which would be expected when
costs-benefits of actions would have been considered; 2) participants explicitly answered
the open question ‘What strategy did you follow’ with answers like: ‘When I did not
know the correct answer I would pick a bin of which I knew it had the correct color.’ (see
response 9 in Table 5.9).
Based on logical reasoning and inspired by the participants’ answers, we came up
with 37 possible strategies participants could follow. The strategies mainly differ in the
number of retrieval actions humans are willing to execute, and the order in which they
do so. The strategies can be classified as embedding 1 to 3 retrieval steps. There is also
the possibility of an extra security check, to see whether the bin selected to be chosen is
not in conflict with the given object (e.g., when checked, it turns out that the shape of the
selected bin can be retrieved and conflicts that of the object). Possible actions that can be
taken after one of the retrieval steps are:
• choose a random bin (a)
• choose a random bin with security check (b)
• press show color/shape button, then choose random one of the three presented bins
with security check. (c/d)
• press show all button, then choose that bin. (e)
Figure 5.9 summarizes all strategies. In the first retrieval step it is tried to retrieve the
bin that matches the whole object which is presented. When retrieval is unsuccessful, any
one of the actions a, b, c, d and e can be taken, which results respectively in strategies 1,
2, 3, 4, 5.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic overview of all strategies.

Instead of directly choosing an action after unsuccessful retrieval of an object, a participant can make a second retrieval step to retrieve a bin of which either the color or
the shape fits that of the object. If it is possible to retrieve the specific feature, that bin
will be chosen. If it is not possible to retrieve the feature, again a specific action will be
taken. For strategy 6 to 9 and 14 to 17, action a, b, c and e will be taken directly after an
unsuccessful attempt to retrieve color. The difference between strategies 6 to 9 and 14 to
17 is that the latter, in case color can be retrieved, perform a security check. Strategy 22
to 25 and 30 to 33 are the same, but attempt to retrieve shape instead of color, and actions
a, b, d and e are taken.
There is also the possibility of a third retrieval step after retrieving color or shape.
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That is, if color can not be retrieved, in such strategies people will first try to retrieve
shape before taking an action. Strategy 10 to 13 first try to retrieve color, then try to
retrieve shape. Strategies 18 to 21 do the same, but with an extra security check. Actions
a, b, c and e are taken when retrieving is unsuccessful. Strategy 26 to 29 first try to
retrieve shape, then try to retrieve color (strategy 34 to 37 with an extra security check).
Actions a, b, d and e are taken with unsuccessful retrieval.
In addition to the 37 strategies just introduced, we also implemented the rational strategy and included it as strategy 38-40. These strategies were equal in their determination
of the expected costs of each action, but varied in the time it took them to introspect the
activation values of the beliefs. This took them respectively 10, 15 and 20% of the time
that it would take to actually retrieve the belief inspected.
In case a strategy would lead to action a: choice of a random bin, any of the nine bins
could be chosen. Although the model would select one of these options, all of them were
denoted as possible chosen bins. Similarly for action b: all the random bins of which no
conflicting information could be retrieved were denoted as possible chosen bins.
When action c, d, or e was selected, the bins that fitted the requested information
were revealed, and this knowledge was stored. The impression value of the stored information dependent on the feature sensed, as denoted by impression_value_sense_
color/shape/all_bin respectively. Also from these specific beliefs about the color,
shape or color-shape of bins, abstract beliefs were deduced. Next, (one of) the revealed,
non conflicting bin(s) was chosen, and the possible bins that could have been chosen
denoted.

5.3.5

Parameter Fitting

The model as described above contains a large number of parameters. Each specific
parameter setting will result in different behavior of the model. To answer the question to
what extent the model can correctly describe human behavior, we performed a technical
experiment with which we tried to find parameter settings for which the model displays
behavior close to that of a participant.
Unfortunately, due to the large number of parameters, we were unable to fit them
all. For the current research we focused on fitting the various strategies as well as the
specific parameters that influence the storage and retrieval of beliefs. This means that the
parameters that influence the time to sense information and to execute actions were fixed.
In specific, we fixed the following parameters to the given values, based on inspection of
the empirical human data:
time_required_to_observe_goal_object(_,_, 0.3)
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time_required_to_press_button(_,_, 0.4)
time_required_to_press_bin(_,_, 0.7)

The technical experiment has been performed as follows. First, we analyzed the
empirical human data further to find realistic ranges for the parameters in the model.
This resulted in the following parameters that were run:
impression_value_sense_color_bin:

0.0, 0.1, 0.2

impression_value_sense_shape_bin:

0.0, 0.1, 0.2

impression_value_sense_all_bin:
impression_value_sense_shape_bin + 0.0, 0.2
impression_value_correct_result:

0.0, 0.1, 0.2

impression_value_false_result:
impression_value_correct_result + 0.0, 0.2
retrieval_threshold:
strategy:

-1.0, -0.7, -0.4, -0.1, 0.2, 0.5

1, 2, , 39, 40

As can be seen, we decided to separately denote the impression_value that a
belief about the color, shape, or color and shape of a bin would receive after sensing color,
shape or both, respectively. This way it is possible for a possibly existing difference in
how well color and shape are remembered to show up. Due to the large number of
parameters already present we decided not to parameterize the impression value given to
the abstract beliefs about the color or shape of a bin that were deduced from beliefs about
its color and shape. Therefore, differences between the storage of color and shape could
only show up in case the model selects the sense-color and sense-shape button.
In addition, we decided to make the impression_value of sense_all_bin dependent on (equal or larger to) the sense_shape_bin, and the impression_value of
a false_result dependent on (equal or larger to) that of a correct_result . The
reason we did this is that the impression value denotes the amount of attention paid to
the information to be remembered. We gathered it illogical that one out of three features
would receive more attention than one out of two, or that a correct, probably expected,
result would receive more attention than a false, important to remember, result.
Next, we used the model to run simulations for all the possible combination of the
introduced parameter settings. This meant that we ran the model 27,864 times (twice for
strategies 38-40 due to the influence of the task condition), each time giving the model the
same 36 objects to classify as were given to the participants. For all parameter settings
and at each trial the following information was logged: the action executed by the model
(sense-color, sense-shape, sense-all or none), its reaction time (RT, the time until the
button, or in case of ‘none’ the time until a bin number was pressed), and the possible
bins the model could have chosen.
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Subsequently, we compared each participant with the 27,864 simulation results. To
do this in a structured way, we developed a distance measure that calculates for each
trial a distance between the model data and the data of the participant. For this, we first
calculate a distance value for each aspect, in case of reaction time RT by the following
formula:
distance RT = |human RT − model RT | /(2 ∗ SD)
SD: the standard deviation of the human reaction times.
For the chosen bin, the distance was 0 when the human had chosen a bin which was
one of possible the bins the model could have chosen, and 1 otherwise. For action, the
distance was calculated according to Table 5.10.
Action
Color
Shape
Color+Shape
None

Color
0
1
0.5
0.5

Shape
1
0
0.5
0.5

Color+Shape
0.5
0.5
0
1

None
0.5
0.5
1
0

Table 5.10: The distance measure for actions.

For the overall distance measure we decided to let the similarity between the human
action and model action have the strongest influence, followed by the similarity of the
bin in which the object is classified, while the reaction time only has a slight influence:
distance = (6 ∗ distance action + 2 ∗ distance chosen bin + distance RT )/9
The reason for this measure was that the use of different strategies, which is the focus
of this paper, mainly shows up in the action choices. In addition, we did not expect to
find very good fittings for the reaction times due to the fixing of the time_required_to
parameters that largely determine the model’s reaction times.
Results Parameter Fitting
The results of the parameter fitting for four different participants will now be discussed.
Although this is not yet a thorough validation of the model, it provides evidence for the
feasibility of the model. The subjects, two for each condition, were selected based on typical behavior patterns: participant 2 (condition 2) almost always requested information,
participant 7 (condition 1) almost never did. Participant 9 (condition 1) and 10 (condition
2) were chosen because they seemed to perform rational behavior (more sensing in the
beginning, less sensing at the end). Table 5.11 shows the actions of the four participants.
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Table 5.11: Sense actions of the 4 participants.
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Object
BT
RC
RS
BC
RC
RT
YS
RC
BS
RC
RS
YC
BC
RS
RC
RC
YT
RS
BC
BS
YC
RT
BC
RC
RS
BT
BC
YS
RC
RC
BS
RT
BC
RS
YC
BS

PP2
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None

PP7
Color
Color
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

PP9
Shape
Color+Shape
Color+Shape
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Color+Shape
None
None
Color+Shape
None

PP10
Color
Shape
Shape
Shape
None
Color
Shape
None
None
None
None
Shape
None
None
None
None
Shape
None
Shape
None
None
Shape
Color
None
None
Color
None
Shape
None
None
None
Color
Shape
None
Shape
None

The lowest distance values of subjects 2, 7, 9 and 10 are 5.242, 2.105, 5.555 and 6.340
respectively. For all participants the settings with distance values that lie within 1% of
this lowest distance value were analyzed. This resulted in only 1 setting for participant
10, but 7, 18, and 16 different settings for subjects 2, 7, and 9 respectively. We found
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that the parameters for strategy and retrieval_threshold were equal across
the settings per participant, but that the impression_values strongly fluctuated per
setting. This, however, is not surprising as differences stemming from the setting for,
e.g., impression_value_sense_color_bin, only show up in case this sense action
is actually selected.
The strategy parameter that fits participant 2 is strategy 5, with a retrieval threshold
of 0.5. This strategy entails that when an object can not be retrieved from memory, its
position will be requested. Because the model’s retrieval threshold is very high (0.5)
the objects’ activation values frequently lie below the retrieval threshold. Therefore,
the model is often unable to retrieve the presented object, and thus often (30x) requests
information. This represents the choices of participant 2, who 31 times pressed button
‘l’: sense-all. Looking at Table 5.11, it appears that the participant could only remember
the frequently presented red circle, and the blue square. Analysis of the best matching
setting pointed out that action of subject 2 indeed correlates with model action (r = 0.47,
p < 0.01). Reaction time of subject 2 does not correlate with model reaction time.
Strategy 30 and a retrieval threshold of 0.5 fit best with participant 7. This strategy
often results in directly choosing a bin as when shape can not be retrieved, a random
bin is chosen. This is apparent in participant 7, who only pressed a button at the first
two trials. The relatively low distance (2.103) follows from the fact that when the model
chooses a random bin, the bin chosen by the participant always matches the possible
chosen bins of the model. No significant correlations were found between model RT and
human RT and between model action and human action. This is partly due to the fact
that the values of model RT and model action varied little and not at all, respectively.
Participant 9 fits best with strategy 39 and a retrieval threshold of -0.1. Strategy 39
is a rational strategy taking the costs of acquiring information from the world and from
memory into account. Since this participant had been assigned the condition in which
the button costs are high and penalties low, such a strategy would result in a pattern that
the only time information will be acquired from the world is when the chance or error
is really large, e.g., for an object rarely encountered. This behavior is indeed shown in
participant 9, see Table 5.7. For example, on trial 17 a Yellow Triangle was presented,
an object which was never presented before, and that was one of the few (7) trials the
participant decided to press the sense-all button. Further analysis revealed a significant
correlation between human action and model action (r = 0.68, p < 0.01), but also
between human RT and model RT (r = 0.40, p < 0.02).
Strategy 36 and a retrieval threshold of 0.2 fit best with participant 10. Strategy 36
is, contrary to our expectations, not a rational strategy. The strategy either results in
choosing a bin (when either shape or color is known), or in sensing the shape (when
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shape and color are both unknown or one of them conflicts). The choices of participant
10 reveal such a pattern as the participant’s actions are mainly to directly choose a bin
or to sense shape. This is confirmed by the significant correlation between human action
and model action (r = 0.61, p < 0.01). In addition, a trend in correlation was found
between human RT and model RT (r = 0.31, p < 0.1).

5.3.6

Discussion & Conclusion

The results show that it was possible to find parameter settings that matched reasonably
well with the four investigated participants, especially on the executed actions. Reaction
time proved to be a less optimal measurement for parameter fitting. This could be due to
the fact that we set a fixed time to observe information, and to press a bin or a button for
all participants. As reaction time is personal, such parameters need to be fitted as well.
We can also conclude that people adopt different strategies to decide whether to acquire information in-the-world versus information in-the-head. At this moment we think
that many of our participants already had decided on how to act, instead of deciding this
on-line. The descriptions of the strategies as listed in Table 5 support this hypothesis.
With hindsight knowledge, we can make a few critical remarks about our experimental setup and our model. First, the task that was given to the subjects was too complex
with respect to the cost parameters. There were too many cost parameters, in addition to
the fact that we used two types of costs (time and money). This made it difficult for the
participants to do an accurate cost-benefit analysis, shown by the fact that we were not
able to clearly distinguish an effect of the different cost conditions. It is interesting to
find out whether this would be different for tasks that are less complex and only involve
one type of costs. In such a situation the effect of costs of information acquisition actions
and costs of errors can be studied more closely.
Second, it became clear that the setup of the task made it possible to choose a strategy
that optimizes the utility over different trials. Some participants preferred to sense ‘color’
or ‘shape’ over ‘color+shape’ because the first two options revealed information about
objects in three bins instead of information about an object in one bin (e.g., see response
13 in Table 5). As the rational strategies in our model do not take this into account, such
strategies won’t fit to a rational strategy in the model, although they actually are rational.
This could also explain why the behavior of participant 10, which appeared rational, did
not fit best with a rational strategy (see the previous section).
Third, we can conclude that we made a suboptimal choice in selecting the parameters to be fitted. Major parameter settings were fixed (time to observe information and
time to execute actions) while it was attempted to fit others (impression-values of sensed
information) that were of much less importance to task execution.
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Fourth, it is a question whether our ‘meta-model’ for deriving the 37 strategies is correct, i.e., the idea that the heuristic strategies vary in the number (and order) of retrieval
actions humans are willing to take to come to a decision. The rational strategy decides by
(unconsciously) considering all the possible retrieval and sense actions and their effects
at the same time. The heuristic strategies execute a more serial process; they execute a
retrieval action, and then decide on what to do next, which could be further deliberation.
The modeling of these different approaches to decide on what to do resembles the
work of Dickison and Taatgen (2007), who state that for complex tasks it may become
impossible to model individual differences by parameter tuning. Instead, they propose
that people differ in the control strategies they employ, and that these manifest themselves
as different problem-solving strategies. These control strategies supposedly differ in the
amount of top-down control exerted on behavior, opposed to this behavior being driven
by bottom-up processes.
It could well be that people differ in the type of control they exert (with top-down
control leading to more rational behavior) based on other individual differences, e.g. the
capacity of their working memory (WM). Differences in WM capacity have been used to
explain the differences between the task strategies selected by different humans under the
same task circumstances, as by the same human under different circumstances (Beilock
and Decaro, 2007). Given these findings, we think that our approach to capture varied
human decision-making by modeling (heuristic) strategies that vary in the number of
retrieval actions humans are willing to make, is a feasible one.
In future work, we would like to redo the experiments using the insights that are
described above, i.e., using a simpler task with fewer cost parameters. In addition, we
want to vary the various time-to-do-x parameters and to fit the model on these parameters
as well. Moreover, we would like to extend the model so it does not execute a predetermined strategy, but on-line selects one, e.g., based on the available WM capacity.
Furthermore, it might be useful to do a separate experiment with a simple task to further
investigate the difference we found between the retrieval of color and shape.

